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was accepted fauie de mieux, as the least objectionable. The
second ballot encouraged a habit of 'second thoughts' and
'next-best preferences*. The centre parties, so constantly the
crucial elements in ministerial coalitions, thrived because each
extreme preferred them to the other extreme. The Republic
was throughout the form of government that divided French-
men least: and so, in its own way, is the Fourth Republic.
The pattern which evolved from the interaction of these
three elements had great practical advantages but also great
psychological weaknesses. Each of these elements could be in
one set of circumstances a source of strength, in another a
source of weakness, according to whether practical or psycho-
logical assets counted more. Thus the combination of con-
stitutional durability with governmental instability shelved the
tiresome and disruptive question of the form of regime, but it
did so at the price of making democratic government weak
government. This mattered little in the laissez-faire State of
the 18705. It mattered greatly in the positive State of the
twentieth century. The combination of conservative institu-
tions with revolutionary ideas meant that the Republic was
the first successful attempt to reconcile the conservative and
the revolutionary traditions in France. But it also meant that
in the twentieth century the forces of change were resisted and
obstructed to the point of frustration. The combination of a
system of gouvernement d'assemblee with the multi-party system
meant that in a deeply divided society the Republic was able to
provide a forum where the highest measure of general agree-
ment could be reached without recourse .to violence. It also
meant that in a half-century of world wars, economic crises
and totalitarian threats, French national policy was often weak
when it should have been strong, and hesitant when it needed
to be decisive. Perhaps every regime is, in this sense, a mixed
blessing. But what characterized the history of the Third
Republic was the fatalistic way in which all its original assets
turned, in course of time, into liabilities. The increase in
ministerial instability between the wars, the increasing violence
of party conflict, and the increasing tendency before the war
to govern by degrees, suggest that France was heading for a

